
 
 

 
 

 
 

MILANO PREMIER PADEL P1 2022 

SPEEDY GALAN/LEBRON: LESS THAN TWO HOURS AND ALREADY IN 
THE QUARTERFINALS 

 
JOB DONE FOR BELASTEGUÍN TOO, TOMORROW DERBY 

CHINGOTTO-TELLO 

Milan, Dec. 8, 2022 - Fifty-five minutes yesterday, 54 today. In less than two hours, Alejandro 
Galan and Juan Lebron access the quarterfinals of Milano Premier Padel P1. At an Allianz Cloud 
almost sold out (only a few dozen tickets remaining for the semifinals and final), the world's 
number one pair crushed Spanish compatriots Raul Marcos and Ivan Ramirez 6-2 6-4. Milan has 
already fallen in love with the artistic padel of Galan and Lebron, 26 and 27 years old respectively: 
the crowd will be able to watch it again tomorrow, the day of the quarters, with the Spaniards 
launching - as yesterday and today - the afternoon session (starting at 5 p.m.), against Momo 
Gonzalez and Alex Ruiz, sixth seed in the Premier Padel P1 that ends the circuit's season. The bar 
will inevitably be raised, and who knows if the three-time champions in Premier Padel this season 
(Rome, Paris and Madrid) will make it through Friday, something they failed to do a week ago in 
Mexico with their loss to Tapia/Gutierrez.  

BELA IS THERE The path of legend Fernando Belasteguín, who at 43 years old keeps dominating 
courts around the world, also continues swiftly. On the night between Sunday and Monday (in 
Italy), Bela and his very young partner Arturo Coello - only 20 years old but a true talent - 
triumphed in Monterrey, on the other side of the world. Now their next target is Milan: to do so, they 
beat 6-3 6-2 Spaniards Gonzalez Barrahona and Garcia Mora in the round of 16 in 1h15, and in 
the quarters - in the match that will close Friday's program - they will have to beat Miguel Semmler 
and José David Sanchez who, after taking advantage of Di Nenno and Nieto’s forfeit, eliminated 
the last Italian player in the running, Facundo Dominguez. With Frenchman Benjamin Tison, 
Dominguez dominated the first set (6-1), but then crumbled in an hour and 57'. The surprise of the 
day, however, was the elimination of the third seed, Franco Stupaczuk and Pablo Lima, defeated 
7-5 6-2 by Victor Ruiz and Lucas Bergamini, who will launch the quarterfinals at noon against 
Argentinians Sanchez and Capra, who won against Mena/Mouriño.  

CHINGOTTO-TELLO DERBY The most "heartfelt" quarterfinal of Milan Premier Padel P1, 
however, will be the second one in the morning session: on one side Fede Chingotto and Javier 
Garrido, who gave up only five games to the young Spaniards Leal and Yanguas (6-1 6-4), and on 
the other side Paquito Navarro and Juan Tello, who did not play due to the forfeit of 
Campagnolo/Sanz. Chingotto and Tello, in fact, have been racket mates for eight years and 
tomorrow they will face each other again for a spot in the semifinals. 

ON TV Milano Premier Padel P1 is broadcast in 190 countries around the world, including the Premier 

Padel YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/@PremierPadelTV). In Italy, it is Sky Sport that 

provides outstanding coverage of the event: Sky Sport Tennis (channel 205) will offer live coverage of 
the full program of the quarterfinals on Friday 9 (beginning at noon), the semifinals on Saturday 10 and 
the final on Sunday 11, both starting at 5 p.m. There will also be live updates and live coverage from 
Allianz Cloud on Sky Sports 24.  

Milan Premier Padel P1 is the last seasonal stop of the circuit organized by the International Padel Federation (FIP) and supported 

by the Professional Padel Association (PPA), the entity that brings together professional players, and Qatar Sports Investments (QSI) 

https://www.youtube.com/@PremierPadelTV

